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What is in vivo disease modeling?

Use live animals to study disease

● in vivo 
○ (Latin for "within the living")               complex biological system

● Modeling
○ devise a simplified description, especially a mathematical one, (of a system or process) to 

assist calculations and predictions. Definitions from Oxford Languages

in vitro (Latin for "within the glass") In vitro models are defined as synthetic experimental systems that 
contain living human cells, mimic tissue, and organ-level physiology in vitro by taking advantage of recent 
advances in tissue engineering and microfabrication.

https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en


Utility of in vivo disease models

● Understand disease transmission (infectious disease);
● Understand disease progression;
● Understand disease mechanism;

○ Identify disease causing genes/mutations;
○ Study the signaling pathway or gene regulatory networks that underlie the disease;
○ Identify genetic modifiers of disease phenotype and potential treatment

● Drug and vaccine development;



What makes a good in vivo disease model?

● Genetic diversity with well curated resources; 
● Produce large amount of offsprings; 
● Short life span;
● Tractable experimental systems;
● Cheap and easy to maintain;
● Resemble human physiology or disease symptoms



What makes 🐭 a good in vivo disease model?

🐭 Genetic diversity with well curated resources; 
🐭 Produce large amount of offsprings; (3-14 per litter. 5-10 litters per year)
🐭 Short life span; (26-30 months)
🐭 Tractable experimental systems;
🐭 Cheap and easy to maintain;
🐭 Resemble human physiology or disease symptoms (in some cases…)



Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome/accelerated aging

LMNA





Mouse model for Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veuArNd4-mU




Going forward

● Best result to date in the mouse model;
● a number of the longest-living treated mice developed liver tumors — a known 

long-term complication when using adeno-associated viruses (AAV) to deliver 
genes into mice;

● Base editors may be less effective in primates (61% in vivo gene editing 
efficacy in the liver of mice compared to 26% in primates).

🐭 offers the most comprehensive set of tools for preclinical research (if 
the disease pathology mimics human disease well).



Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IolcG-a2yeY


Animal models for DMD

McGreevy, J.W. et al., 2015. Animal models of Duchenne muscular dystrophy: from basic 
mechanisms to gene therapy. Disease models & mechanisms, 8(3), pp.195–213.

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/hR2e
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/hR2e


DMD is caused by loss-of-function mutations in the Dystrophin gene

Merck Manual for the Professional/Duchenne and Becker Muscular Dystrophy

https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/pediatrics/inherited-muscular-disorders/duchenne-muscular-dystrophy-and-becker-muscular-dystrophy


DMD is a x-linked recessive disease

Merck Manual for the Professional/Duchenne and Becker Muscular Dystrophy

https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/pediatrics/inherited-muscular-disorders/duchenne-muscular-dystrophy-and-becker-muscular-dystrophy


Merck Manual for the Professional/Duchenne and Becker Muscular Dystrophy

DMD is a x-linked recessive disease

https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/pediatrics/inherited-muscular-disorders/duchenne-muscular-dystrophy-and-becker-muscular-dystrophy


Vieira, N.M. et al., 2015. Jagged 1 Rescues the 
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy Phenotype. 
Cell, 163(5), pp.1204–1213.

Ringo

Suflair

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/xgEP
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/xgEP
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/xgEP


Dog breeds around the world provide genetic diversity  



There are over 340 dog breeds known throughout the world. The American Kennel Club recognizes 200 breeds.



Dog breeds are genetically isolated populations within the same species





Jónasdóttir, T.J. et al., 2000. Genetic mapping of a naturally 
occurring hereditary renal cancer syndrome in dogs. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the United States of America, 97(8), pp.4132–4137.

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/qY4e
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/qY4e
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/qY4e
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/qY4e




Schoenebeck, J.J. et al., 2012. Variation of BMP3 contributes to dog breed skull diversity. PLoS genetics, 8(8), p.e1002849.

🐶 offers powerful disease pedigree and population genetic resources

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/j8Ct


Further readings related to the journal club paper

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy: Advancements Research in the Pipeline

FDA Approves First Gene Therapy for Treatment of Certain Patients with Duchenne Muscular 
Dystrophy

Sarepta Therapeutics/Duchenne: A Rare Genetic Neuromuscular Disease

Uffelmann, E., Huang, Q.Q., Munung, N.S. et al. Genome-wide association studies. Nat Rev 
Methods Primers 1, 59 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s43586-021-00056-9

Understanding QQ Plots

 LOD SCORE

Ostrander, E.A., 2012. Both Ends of the Leash — The Human Links to Good Dogs with Bad 
Genes. The New England journal of medicine, 367(7), pp.636–646.

Dog Genes Tell Surprising Tales - Dr. Elaine Ostrander

https://www.nationwidechildrens.org/family-resources-education/700childrens/2016/06/duchenne-muscular-dystrophy-advancements-research-in-the-pipeline
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-approves-first-gene-therapy-treatment-certain-patients-duchenne-muscular-dystrophy
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-approves-first-gene-therapy-treatment-certain-patients-duchenne-muscular-dystrophy
https://www.sarepta.com/disease-areas/duchenne-muscular-dystrophy
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43586-021-00056-9
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43586-021-00056-9
https://library.virginia.edu/data/articles/understanding-q-q-plots#:~:text=A%20QQ%20plot%20is%20a,truly%20come%20from%20normal%20distributions.
https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/LOD-Score#:~:text=An%20LOD%20(short%20for%20%E2%80%9Clogarithm,likely%20to%20be%20inherited%20together.
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmra1204453
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmra1204453
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuTHt5-pgGI


Zebrafish 🐟, a transparent model 
🐟 The zebrafish is a member of the 

minnow family of fish. 
🐟 The zebrafish embryo is transparent, 

it develops outside of its mother, and 
its development from eggs to larvae 
happens in just three days.

🐟 Easy to maintain. Not very 
susceptible to disease;

🐟 20 - 200 offspring in a single 
breeding;

🐟 Good model for chemical genetics 
approaches for drug screen.

White, R.M. et al., 2008. Transparent adult zebrafish as a tool for in vivo 
transplantation analysis. Cell stem cell, 2(2), pp.183–189.

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/zZ69
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/zZ69


Zebrafish model for bone marrow transplantation



Zebrafish model for cancer metastasis

White, R., Rose, K. & Zon, L., 2013. Zebrafish cancer: the state of the art and the path 
forward. Nature reviews. Cancer, 13(9), pp.624–636.

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/D0XT
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/D0XT


Mouse lemur 🐵
🐵 Mouse lemurs are the smallest primates that are about twice the size of 

a mouse and live exclusively on Madagascar;
🐵 Genetic diversity in wild populations;
🐵 Closely resemble human physiology.

Ho, C.L.A., Fichtel, C. & Huber, D., 2021. The gray mouse lemur (Microcebus murinus) as a model for 
early primate brain evolution. Current opinion in neurobiology, 71, pp.92–99.

http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/bUO8
http://paperpile.com/b/2To5ai/bUO8




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JEVkjFI6As


Ethics

● Diseased animals breed for research purposes;
● Protocols and guidelines to manage pain and 

suffering of animals;
● Improve veterinary medicine;
● The most used animal models are what we feel 

comfortable killing in mass.



The best model that checks all the boxes @%#^$&*……

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXLQaVgCP_Q


Summary
● Different animal models offer different things;
● Understand the model systems;
● Clarify your question and pick a model that would help you 

address the clinical need;
● Plan your experiments well.
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